ftk u) = fj (U -Bi(u)) ( 
2.1)
O(&) Z 1, where O(&) is the order of pi, thus m = Ocf). We shall assume, throughout this paper, that no two pi's are identical.
For each root pi in (2.1), let ci = h$~ O(@i -&). NOW let gci(&) denote fii with its terms of degree ci replaced by 5~5, 5 a generic number (or an indeterminant), and all higher-order terms omitted. That is, we treat 6 either as an indeterminant, or as any complex number not belonging to a finite set Z c C, where Z is to be determined in the context.
We call g,-,(fii) the generic perturbation of pi at degree Ci* Example (2.1). f(u, II) = u3+ 3uvk, kZ3. We have /3, =O, &,&= *~(3)iuw2; O(f)=3; ci = k/2, g&U = Zvw2, i = 1, 2, 3; O(f(g,(Pi), v)) = O((t3+ 35)~~~'~) = 3k/2. Note that the last equality holds only for genetic values of 6; for 5 = 0, +q(3)i, the orders are 00. THEOREM A. Let /i = Ocf(gci(fii)y v)), 1 I i S m, and a = Max {Ii -1). Then a is the smallest number which satisfies inequality (1.1) for some E > 0. In particular, j"'(f), r = (a), is Co-sufficient.
Thus, in Example (2.1), a = (3k/2) - 1 Geometrically, the torus knot of the branch containing a minimal root pi does not contain (in the sense of [6, 92.31 ) the torus knot of any other branch of f.
THEOREM A'. The number a in Theorem A is also given by a = Max {Ii -1)
where i runs through uli indices for which pi is minimal.
For a root, fi, in (2.1), (omitting the subscript i for simplicity) we rewrite it so as to display its characteristic pairs, as in [8, p. where e is a pth primitive root of unity. Call p the order of P: O(P) = p. Note that ehp = 1 so that a1.i = u&P for 1 S i S k,; and that when h = 0, (2.4) gives (2.3). Let {P,,. . , P,} be the branches of f. Consider a 3-dimensional sphere, S3, in C* = R4, centered at 0, with sufficiently small radius. The intersections S3 n Pi, where Pi also denotes the zero set of Pi, are knots, JVi, 1 S i 5 t,. which are linked together in S3. For each Ji, we are interested in three kinds of geometrical invariants, the numbers Ii in Theorem A' will then be expressed in terms of them. The first is the order O(Pi); recall that this is also the intersection multiplicity of Pi with the u-axis. The second is the linking coefficients, JZ(Xi, Xj), for j# i. As was proved in [6, 94, p. 1701 , B(Ni, Jj) equals the intersection multiplicity of Pi and Pj. That is, let Pi = {@I, . . ., &I, Pj = @,+I, . . ., B,+d, then 5f(JVi, Nj) = C O(@i -&+J, obtained by adding a small number 6# 0 to the coefficient b, in (2.4) . Note that F is not necessarily a branch of f. The self-linking of P, or of the torus knot Jv: is defined to be U = Z(Jv: J?-).
Geometrically, N is the torus knot I' zl*'l'.. .'q~*Pn which is a tubular knot of indices qg, ps with axis rQgPlt...i48-**Pa-I, as explained in [8, p. 131 ; then 2 is .N rotated around its axis P~~~'-~-fq~-**p~-, by a small angle.
Let ai denote the self-linking of Xi. For each i, let pi = Max {6p(JT,, ,V;-)}, where j runs through all indices for which JV, is j#i isotopic to Ni, [l, p. 81. In case there is no such j, we put pi = 0.
THEOREM B. For each minimal roof pi, the number Ii in Theorem A is given by the form&z:
where k# i, 15 k S t, t is the total number of branches {PI,. . ., P,} off.
Let US call a knot Ji uncoupled if it is not isotopic to another Jri; in this case, pi = 0, Max {ai, pi} = oi. We then have 
(2.8)
In 84, the tree-model, Mcf), of f is introduced; Theorem C asserts that iiy and hence o, can be computed directly from Mcf>.
The main ideas in this paper grow out of the observation that M(f,) can be constructed from M(f), as explained in B4. [7, p. 991 . This is the Newton Polygon of f.
Let R, P,, k < 2, be an edge, then there are exactly 1 -k roots x =&(y) of f(x, y) = 0, 15 i s I -k, with O(ei) = (e -a,)/(l -k). Moreover, the first (non-zero) coefficients of the 5's are the non-zero roots of the associated equation
where ah is the leading coefficient of a,,, and the summation is over all h for which Ph lies on P&.
The details can be found in [7] . It should be noticed, however, that we are solving x in terms of y, while in [7] , y is solved in terms of x. Now, the Newton Diagram off, has points at (i, ai -1); its first edge consists of precisely those terms of Q:. Thus the lemma follows. . . *) (x+y2+** .) (x+2y2+--9
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Note that the multiplicity of each trunk is the total number of twigs supported by the trunk; so it is not really necessary to mark out the multiplicity of any trunk in the model.
Tracing from the main trunk up to a twig amounts to identifying a root pi. The number li for fii in Theorem A can be computed as follows. While tracing up, we have the main trunk, of multiplicity 71 = m, then a bar, say of height b,, then a trunk, say of multiplicity Q, then a bar,. . ., and finally, a bar, say of height b*, followed by a twig (thus identifying pi). We have, by definition, the following THEOREM C. The numbers Ii in Theorem A are given by fi = btTk + bk_,(Tk-, -nJ + -* * + bd71-72)
Of course, twigs on a same bar yield the same number fi. In Example (4.3), the four highest twigs yield li = 3.4 + 2(6 -4) = 15 which is larger than the number yielded by the other two lower twigs. Hence a = 15.
A root fii is minimal if, and only if on the highest bar, which supports the twig representing pi there are twigs only (i.e. no trunk of multiplicity 22).
Contact between M(f) and Mcf,J. Let Mcf) be known. We shall point out in the following how to get important information about M(f,), without computing the roots of fI. Although it is not possible to construct the whole picture of M(f,) from it4cf) (see Example (4.4)), we can determine, from M(j) alone, the orders of contact between the roots of f and that of fX.
We first construct a new tree, denoted by M*(f,), from M(j). Let B be a bar in M(f), and let there be k trunks on B, having multiplicities Wi Z I, 1 I i I k, (trunks of multiplicity wi = 1 are twigs.) To construct M*Cf,): replace each trunk of multiplicity Wi on B by a trunk of multiplicity Wi -I; note that, in particular, all twigs on B are removed; and then add (k -1) new twigs on B. These will be trunks and twigs of M*(f,). The height of B, as a bar of M*(f,), is the same as that of M(f). Special attention should be paid to a bar which supports only two twigs (and no trunk), such a bar disappears in M*(f,).
It is worthwhile to draw M(j), M*cfx) together, with all twigs of M*cfX) indicated by dotted segment, not coinciding with any twig or trunk of A4cf).
Here are some illustrative examples:
M'(F,) Together
Note that the order of contact between a twig of M(f) and one of M*Cf,) can be read out directly from the model. Let t(U) = E UiUn'Jn be a fractional power series. Since fractional powers of a complex variable II is not well-defined, an inequality like ]U -Z ai&'] 5 wID]~, which is used in defining horn-neighborhood in the real case [3] , is meaningless.
We put it right as follows. Let r: C* +C2 be the covering map defined by u = U, v = t", where (u, t) and (u, v) denote the coordinate systems in the domain and range respectively. There is a minor difference between complex and real horn-neighborhoods. Let E denote an nth primitive root of unity, and k(v) = E Q,&~v"~". The 6-l = 2;' and hence &(t; w) = H&c; w). Therefore, the roots of f(u, V) = 0 belonging to a same place have identical hornneighborhood. Thus, for example, u2 -o3 = 0 has two roots (but only one place) u = ?zJ~'~; their horn-neighborhoods are identical.
The relation between roots and places is referred to in [7, p. 107 , Theorem (4.1)]. where nSn,<n,<..*, (they may have a common factor). And we shall examine GracL.,J(u, 0 in Hti,(y~-'; w). In the (u, t)-space, consider the coordinate transformation
which is analytic, and under which the curve yk-' becomes the t-axis, while Hdk(yk-'; w) becomes Hdl, = {(u, t): ju'l z$ wld'k}. Let the vertices of the Newton Diagram of f(u', f) be denoted by Pi = (i, bii). Since fii = 0 along u' = 0, P, = (1,~) and P, does not appear in the diagram. Let I',, s 2 2, be the second vertex of the first edge p,.
Then, by Lemma (3.2)
where j$ is the image of bj(t") under (6.1). Now, the first vertex of f; has coordinates (0, &,-1); and, by Lemma (3.6), Combining (6.4), (6.6), and (6.7), we find that for (u, U) E I&, Ify(u, U)[S EIvJ~, where m-1 P = C @Pi -yk). k=l Now,
where the first equality folloys from Corollary (3.5); the 2nd and 3rd follow by definition.
Thus ( The above argument yields in particular the tree-model M(P) of the branch P. It has the following simple form: The main trunk has multiplicity p, the bar on top of it has height q,/p,; there are then pI trunks on top of this bar, each having multiplicity p"', where p = p"'p,; on each of these p, trunks, there is a bar of height qJp1p2; then on each of these p1 bars, there are p2 trunks, all of multiplicity p(*), where pI = p(*)p2;. . .; finally, the highest bars are those having height qJpl . . . ps, on top of each there are ps twigs. The construction of M(P) is then finished. A typical case is shown in Fig. 3 (where g = 2) .
p=e,p,=4,p*=2. /O(P))6p(N, 2) i.;
where JV, 2 are the torus knots of P, p respectively. We are now ready to prove Theorem B. Let fii be a minimal root. By permuting the indices if necessary, we may assume & E P,. Now, by the above consideration on the tree-models, we find (8.10) where the inquality in the middle can be seen from the tree-model M(P$), taking into account of (8.9). Hence ui h pi, and (8. On the other hand, by the choice of &, we find L&VI, 2') = pi. Hence (8.5) follows.
